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OVERVIEW

Drumroll please...introducing the MiniZilla™ 
table, brought to you by LiteZilla™.   The 
MiniZilla™ is not only a space to build and 
create using our rainbow colored LitePins, 
but it is also a color-changing light table!  
Hands-on and interactive, the MiniZilla™ 
provides engaging experiences through 
experiential, playful, kid-driven fun. They 
promote positive play with the exploration 
of light, art, and color.

Manually change the color of the LED 
backlight with provided remote, or set it to 
light show mode and watch and the rainbow 
colored LitePins™ dance with illumination.  
Showcase your imagination  – without the 
mess of paint, markers, and slime!

OPERATION

1. Plug the unit in.  
*Be sure any extra cord length is safe and out of the 
way of young children.  Shorten the cord length by 
assembling the extra length in a loop and placing a 
zip tie around it.

2. Point the wireless remote at the top 
diffusor panel and press power on.
3. Control the color, brightness, and light 
activity using the remote.

DESIGN

To use the MiniZilla™ as a tabletop LiteZilla:

1. Place the black grid on top of the table 
until it sits in place.  The holes in the grid 
have a chamfer edge making them safe for 
little fingers.  This chamfer has been cut on 
each side.  Therefore, the top is “reversible” 
so it doesn’t matter which side faces up.
2. Place the rainbow colored LitePins™ into 
the grid to create and design, pattern, or 
picture you wish.
3. Have fun!

To use the MiniZilla™ as a light table:

1. Remove the black grid and LitePins™ and 
set them aside. 
2. This will reveal the illuminated diffusor 
panel.
3. Using as a tracing table: Place pictures 
and tracing paper directly on the diffusor.  
Trace the images to create drawings, use 
for 2-D animation, or trace over the work of 
masters to learn calligraphy or drawing.
4. Using Manipulatives:  Place translucent 
blocks, shapes, letters or numbers directly 
on the diffusor.  Change the light color to 
learn about color mixing.  Create words, 
messages or simply sort the shapes to 
explore.
5. Using transparent magnet building blocks:  
Place magnetic building blocks and shapes 
directly on the diffusor.  Watch as your 
colorful creations come to life as the light 
shines through your constructions.
6. Using agate slices:  Bring mother nature 
inside!  Place cut agate slices directly on 
the diffusor and light the agate to learn and 
explore science and geology.   
7. Have fun!
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CLEANING YOUR MINIZILLA 

Wood Exterior: Wipe with mild solution of 
soap and water

Black HDPE grid and plastic diffusor 
below: Damp Cloth for dust and dirt or 
Disinfectant wipe (Clorox,Sani-Cloth, etc.) 
for deeper sanitation 

LitePins™: Soak in a solution of soap and 
water with a drop of bleach or put in the 
dishwasher. 

1-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY:

This Limited Warranty applies to the MiniZilla table 
purchased from LiteZilla, LLC.

What does this limited warranty cover? 

This Limited Warranty covers any defects in 
material or workmanship under normal use during 
the Warranty Period.  During the Warranty Period, 
LiteZilla, LLC will repair or replace, at no charge, 
products or parts that prove defective because of 
improper material or workmanship, under normal use 
and maintenance. 

What will we do to correct problems? 

LiteZilla, LLC will ship replacement parts or a new 
MiniZilla table to your location within the USA at no 
charge.

How long does the coverage last? 

The Warranty Period for the MiniZilla is 1-year from 
that date or purchase.  The replacement MiniZilla 
table or part comes with a new 1-year warranty. 

What does this limited warranty not cover? 

This Limited Warranty does not cover any problem 
that is caused by: conditions, malfunctions or 
damage not resulting from defects in material or 
workmanship 

What do you have to do? 

To obtain warranty service, contact us at 
1-833-LITEZILLA (1-833-548-3945) or by email at 
info@LiteZilla.com.  

Strobe Mode WARNING: 
Use strobe mode at your own risk.  
People with photo-sensitive epilepsy 
may be affected by strobe lighting 
and the effect may also produce 
undesirable sensations amongst the 
general population if used without 
due regard.  LiteZilla, LLC assumes 
no responsibility in the event strobe 
effect is used and produces an 
undesirable effect.
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